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Assuming no failures Algo samples is uniformly at random

from supportof r Repeat OClagn tunes toget
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Insteadof fullyrandom hash fin can use
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Offline spanning forest algo

Initially each node is its own component
Repeat 0 log n times
Each connected component picks an incidentedge ifqq.ge
All connected components that are connectedby
newly pickededges are merged

Claim cc correct connected components
Cci connected components in the iteration
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Converges in lag in iterations
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Node Neighbor representation
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Maintain to sampling sketches AsXi for each Xi
S E I log n

Initially each node is at own component
For s I to log h

For each component C compute
A sizeXi EAS X a

IEC
use this sketch to samplean edge in ECC Vlc

if one exists
Merge connected components

Cfn Eachphase uses a distinctsketch Why do we need this
Notethat correctnessguarantees for lo sampling sketch break down

if we use theresults of previousqueries to operate on the sketch
andquery A9am

to illustratethe issue
Consider this example suppose we construct lo sampling sketchN

for edges incident on a node Use the sketch to sample an edge
delete theedgefrom the sketch and repeat the sampling process
One should beable to recover all the edges incidenton the node

Butthis is not possible since thesketchtakes polylogarithmic space
whilethe numberof edgescould be much larger


